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a sick bed, now in the Foreign Office, he saw at last
parties and the leaders whose tradition was freedom hi
of their ideal a stereotyped thing, how they had failed to
contact with the younger generation, the product of
physical debility and nervous strain. The effort to gai
never been made by German Liberalism; it had been ]
extremism, for to him everything that was not Liberal
extremism in one form or another. Now with particular
he realized what he had begun to feel in 1926, that ther
have been two Stresemanns, two efforts, one to make (
free, the other to make her freedom-loving. Once again ti
of the state had left a vacuum unfilled; once again the d<
returned more terrible, more destructive than before. In
he saw these devils grow and grow in power until Western
tion went down to the doom that awaits any civilizatio
children will not fight for their heritage.
It is improbable that he appreciated fully either the e
or social causes that had contributed to the moral and int
disintegration of the post-war period, that he had fully d:
the psychopathic condition of his age. To him the one ir
fact was the political fact and the aspect of it that stood
was that German Liberalism had ceased to fight. Could de;
live? Was the age of miracles past? And to the vision <
succeeded another vision, a vision that was new and yet
In early manhood he had dreamed of a re-vitalized Liberal
had fought its battle, dreamed of a great party of ordered
of the people for the people, based on the appeal frorc
youth. But he never had had time or opportunity, nor
necessity been clamant. Then it had been rather a matte
own spiritual needs; now it was a matter of national
death. He saw the future unroll itself challengingly befc
He would go to the new conference of the powers and 1
would win a political success so undeniable that it woul<
the bases of the extremist agitation, that the fact of freedor
be above doubt, and then with that success behind him h
devote himself to the creation of the party of the future, h;
not now merely a Liberal party, but a party of youth and o;

